He or she who tells the best story ALWAYS wins. It’s the ultimate secret weapon in the boardroom, breakroom and living room.
In this presentation I will show you why storytelling is so powerful, how our minds yield helplessly to the suction of story, and how you can craft and tell compelling stories in nine easy
steps. You will think this is too simple. That’s because we all are innate storytellers, and most of us were at the top of our games in kindergarten before the educational system and
corporate America educated, coached and cajoled it out of us, dampening that natural storyteller within all of us.
Often, the best use of storytelling is when the author combines two seemingly unrelated things to make a third more powerful thing. In this case, Banksy, a famous social commentary
graffiti artist who has maintained a secret identity while his artistry has been seen around the world, told this little story in downtown Los Angeles with a mural. He simply took a parking
lot sign and evolved it into a whole other meaning. The artwork asks our minds to connect the dots between the necessary evils of parking lots covering our landscapes while displacing
open space that might be used for healthier pursuits like parks. The two concepts come together to tell a powerful sustainability story with the use of one word and a haunting image in a
physical context of a parking lot that we can all relate to. This is storytelling at its most simple and most powerful form.

MEANING
DRIVES
SUSTAINABILITY

The story of sustainability suffers from a lack of meaning in most people’s minds. And if we’re going to drive sustainability forward, we need to stop talking in
data and start using drama to make our case.

CHIEF SUSTAINABILITY OFFICER

Sustainability executives have the most difficult position in the c-suite. Not only are they pioneers in a growing and confusing industry, but they have to be
proficient in many business practices. GreenBiz’s State of the Profession Report for 2013 stated, “A great CSO or VP of Sustainability is someone who can
think like a combination of a CMO, a CFO, an early-stage entrepreneur, a politician, and a top strategy consultant, and very specifically understand and apply
that to the culture of the firm at hand.”
I would add the CSO or VP of Sustainability needs to been an expert communicator in the form of an artful storyteller as well. In fact, GreenBiz even suggest a
more appropriate title for the Chief Sustainability Officer is the Chief “Translation” Officer. Here is an article I wrote for Sustainable Brands about what every
chief sustainability officer can learn from screenwriting to become a better storyteller: Click here for the story: http://parkhowell.com/green-advertising-andmarketing/what-chief-sustainability-officers-can-learn-from-screenwriting Embedded in the story is a link to the GreenBiz study as well.

CHIEF TRANSLATION OFFICER

As the Chief Sustainability/Translation Officer, the CSO must be able to “OWN” the boardroom, the breakroom, and the living room by telling captivating stories
about the organization’s sustainability initiatives. The CSO as a communicator must demonstrate leadership through the lens of sustainability to the CEO,
across the c-suite and with shareholders; captivate employees to help marshal their efforts as change agents for the organization; and share the vision and
journey with customers. And that all begins by turning data into drama. Why? Because human beings are not rational creatures. We do not make rational
decisions. Rather, we rely on emotion to set our direction. Essentially, we buy with our hearts and justify our purchases with our heads. That’s why story is so
important. It neatly knits together meaning in our minds, triggers emotional responses and propels us into action.

“Finding Joe” is a remarkable documentary about Joseph Campbell, America’s foremost mythologist. Campbell found a hidden pattern in all of our epic stories
he calls the “Hero’s Journey.” The Hero’s Journey resonates so strongly with people because this same pattern is found in our everyday lives. We naturally
gravitate to stories that follow this pattern and the heroes on their quests because they reflect us – story mirrors life. You can watch “Finding Joe” on Netflix or
Apple TV, or you can watch the movie trailer at http://findingjoethemovie.com
Now I would like to tell you my backstory and the journey that has led me to you today.

WhAt MaKeS A GrEaT StOrY
AlSo MaKeS A GrEaT LiFe.
I’m a big believer in author Donald Miller’s belief that, “What makes a great story also makes a great life.”
I was one of seven kids my folks had in nine years, and we were raised in Seattle, Washington. My Depression-era parents had one rule at the dinner table:
“You had to keep one foot on the floor.” Everything else goes. I think it was their way of teaching us industriousness, self-motivation and preservation, as well
as honesty and integrity by playing by the rules.

We lived in the outdoors. My folks weren’t environmentalists, but they always had us camping, fishing, hunting, skiing, and generally enjoying the freedom and
“freeness” of the beautiful Pacific Northwest.

We were taught to ski at the age of five, and then put on the ski bus every Saturday when we were seven to spend the day at Steven Pass. I think the
mountains were their babysitter. Smart.

And our dad is a big boater. He used to throw us in the 19-foot GlasPly cabin cruiser and head out to Ilwaco, Washington to go salmon fishing where the
mighty Columbia River collided with the pounding Pacific Ocean. We would find ourselves in 20-foot swells bobbing up and down like an elevator passing
boats vertically on the water. He has always been a big believer that life requires adventure. They’d throw you in jail today if you did that with your kids.

We were a motley crew to say the least, and we all survived our great adventures in the great outdoors.

My parents were also big believers in hard work. In fact, my first job was shoveling horse shit with my older brother Steve (I’m on the right) at Moe Morris
Woodview Arabians next to our home. We worked every day for $2 an hour, except Christmas day when Moe gave us the holy day off. You can imagine what
we were in for on December 26.
After I graduated from Washington State University with Bachelor’s of Art Degree in Communications and Music, I moved to Phoenix, AZ in 1985...

Park Howell
Chief Storyteller

...and started working in the advertising business, where some might suggest that I was still shoveling shit. However, I wanted to use our persuasive powers of
storytelling for good and not evil, and I began our agency, Park&Co, in 1995. We’re in the advertising business to ignite the growth of people, products,
companies and causes that dare to make the world a better place. We do that by helping our clients craft and tell compelling stories that turn ad
campaigns into meaning-filled movements that matter. And our stories are shared through virtually every medium: TV, radio, print, outdoor, web, online
marketing, public relations and word-of-mouth marketing, even internal corporate communications initiatives.

“Don’t tell me to save
water. Show me how.”

One of our first campaigns at Park&Co was the creation of the Water - Use It Wisely conservation program. In a water-use study, Arizona residents said, “Don’t
tell me to save water. Show me how.” That was the driving sentiment behind the creative storytelling that featured highly unusual, but effective, water-saving
devices, like this broom. It begs the question: “How can a broom save me water?” Then the audience realizes that when you use a broom instead of a hose to
clean driveways and sidewalks, you can save as much as 80 gallons of water every time.

This universal message resonated throughout North America, and the Water - Use It Wisely campaign became the largest water conservation outreach effort
of its kind in the world with more than 400 private and public entities using the program. Why has it been successful? Because the stories we share allow the
audience to connect two seemingly unrelated things (In this case a wrench and water conservation) to create a more powerful third thing (The idea that the
wrench, although it doesn’t use water itself, actually saves water when applied to fixing a leaky faucet). By allowing the audience to participate in the story and
connect the dots, we help them knit together meaning in their mind and therefore become more in tune when and where they are using water. The campaign
theme is: There are a number of ways to save water, and they all start with you.

Large brands like Home Depot and Lowe’s took notice of the campaign, and each held month-long Water - Use It Wisely promotions throughout their Arizona
stores. Even renown marketing professor and author Philip Kotler included the campaign’s ability to attract national sponsors in case studies in two of his
college textbooks.

Our work on Water - Use It Wisely led to other similar campaigns. Here we hung a three-story dust mask on the side of the superior court building in downtown
Phoenix as we launched a clean air campaign for Maricopa County called Bring Back Blue. We used this iconic symbol of air pollution as the starting point in
every clean air story to captivate and involve residents to do their part to clean the air.

Storytelling can be found in even one-dimensional formats like these posters for Phoenix METRO light rail. We featured the constructs of rail maps to create
silhouettes for the kinds of attractions riders can experience along the rail lines, which plays to the overall brand story of “Your Life On Track.”

Animation is another wonderful way to tell stories. This is a 30-second public service announcement for the Arizona Nursery Association that invites people to simply “Plant Something,”
by getting them to imagine a world without beautiful flowers, shrubs and trees. You can see the PSA by clicking here.

We have helped Resolution Copper Mining with its environmental story by recently creating a website that is like the Discovery Channel for mining. It is filled
with stories that educate the visitor about the phenomenal feat of mining copper ore that is 560 stories – or five Empire State Buildings – below the surface of
the Earth.

Park&Co created the brand story for Ecodriving Solutions, a fleet driver training program that helps companies dramatically reduce its fuel use, maintenance
costs and ecological footprint, while developing safer driving habits. The story here is not about green grass, blue skies and billowing white clouds, as you
might expect in an important eco initiative. Rather, we needed to craft and tell the story from the mindset of the independent, competitive and Republicanminded driver to ensure that the training program story resonated on their terms.

Here is an example of how we approached the fleet driver stressing the economic impact of ecodriving training. Reducing the carbon footprint of fleets is the
natural byproduct of the successful program, but it is not the lead in our story.

Coca-Cola was the first American company to adopt Ecodriving Solutions training with its Smartdriver internal initiative that trained 20,000 of its fleet drivers
and 40,000 of its support staff in ecodriving methods.

We introduced the Smartdriver ecodriving program 30 days before the training began to help fleet drivers and their staff become familiar with the concepts and
to buy into the initiative. Again, the message of ecological benefits of the program played second fiddle to the gas and cost savings associated with becoming
an ecodriver. We focused on the drivers’ loyalty to the company – and to America for that matter – and we played to their competitive spirit pitting driveragainst-driver and division-against-division on who could save the most fuel. Coca-Cola’s goal was to reduce its fuel use by 3%, and they experienced nearly
twice that success in the first few months of the Smartdriver program.

And in an effort to turn data into drama, we described the amount of carbon emissions eliminated due to ecodriving training was like removing the equivalent of
30 Goodyear blimps filled with carbon from the atmosphere over a period of time.

Who Cares, Right?

So who cares about your stories of sustainability? Consumers do. At the Sustainable Brands conference last year, a speaker stated from his study that 75% of
Americans prefer to buy from responsible companies. Perhaps even more startling was that 71% could care less if your brand didn’t exist tomorrow. Therefore,
creating and sharing meaning-filled stories about your sustainability initiatives with your executives in the boardroom, your employees in the breakroom, and
your customers in their living rooms is critical to the success and survival of your organization.
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The Green Gap
A 2011 study by Ogilvy Earth of American and Chinese consumers identified the "Green Gap" in the four primary consumer groups: Super Greens, Upper
Middle Greens, Lower Middle Greens, and Green Rejectors. You don't necessarily need to focus on the fringes of Super Greens and Green Rejectors. You
need to understand how best to activate the Upper Middle Greens as evangelists with your stories of sustainability, while knocking the Lower Middle Greens off
the sustainability fence and into action.

“Data pisses people off.
Story fits our mind.”
- Robert McKee

To get the consumer on your side, you touch them with stories. As the famous screenwriting coach Robert McKee told me in an interview about storytelling and
business,”Data pisses people off. Story fits our mind.” Our minds are constantly scanning for external stimuli in our immediate environment and circumstance
to determine friend from foe, threat from opportunity. When we inundate it with charts and graphs and bullet points and numbers, it chooses to toss that data
aside in favor of events – stories – that it can create meaning from. Data is important as the foundation to story, but should be shared in engaging ways that
our brains are hardwired to process.

Our hunger for meaningful patterns translates into an appetite for story. Psychologists Fritz Heider and Marianne Simmel created this animation in 1944 to test
the minds power at creating stories. I show this rudimentary video in every presentation I make, and I’m always astounded at the amazing stories the audience
conjures up to knit meaning out of what are rather meaningless shapes floating around the screen. The data, in this case geometric shapes in motion, turn into
dramatic stories of abuse, love affairs, family strife, etc. in the minds of the audience.

“The human mind yields
helplessly to the
suction of story.”
- Jonathan Gottschall

“The human mind yields helplessly to the suction of story,” says Jonathan Gottschall, in his recent book The Storytelling Animal. Don’t believe me? Think of the
last PowerPoint filled with facts and figures you had to sit through. Did you find yourself daydreaming? Of course, we all do. Because the mind is a
supercharged storytelling beast. Stats and facts bore it – and us – to death.
We all have brain circuits that pore over incoming information, filter for patterns, and arrange those patterns into narratives. So now that I’ve shown how and
why storytelling is the marrow of the mind to brining meaning to your mission, let’s take a look at how you actually structure a story. You will find that it’s quite
easy. After all, we all are innate storytellers. We just need to be pragmatic on how we craft and tell them.

It’s simple. We use the same form used throughout the ages to craft our story. Famous American mythologist Joseph Campbell boiled it down to these easy-tounderstand 17 steps in his “Hero’s Journey.” It’s this structure and pattern of storytelling that has worked since the beginning of time. Want to see for yourself?
Download this guide from Google and then watch Star Wars. You will see the entire story unfold before you in this order with these steps Campbell identified.

Backstory & Setting
Positioning
Hero
Persona

Sequel
Brand Rituals
The Moral
Brand Ideal

Ordinary

World

Special World

Success
Promises Kept

The Journey
Brand Interaction

Stakes
Goals

Inciting Incident
Tension & Disruption
Antagonists
Market Forces

Mentor/Sidekick
Brand Promise/Gift/Personality

At Park&Co, we created a hybrid of the Hero’s Journey and follow it for everything from creating high-level brand strategy, to the individual tactical stories that
express the brand character and story. It is amazing how the hero’s journey of your brand and sustainability initiative can by synchronized with the hero’s
journey of the person you are trying to persuade. The greater the synchronization of your two stories, the stronger the customer engagement with your
mission, product or service.

Story = Three Acts

As simple as it sounds, all great stories are told in three acts. They have a beginning, a middle and an end.

Beginning

Middle

End

It’s kind of like making coffee. You begin with beans, which are the elements of the story. Our character of our protagonist in this story might be a French
Roast, Sumatra Blend or Cappuccino bean. In this story, you have one quest – one goal to achieve: Making the BEST cup of coffee ever. But to get there you
have to move through Act II, which is filled with conflict.

Beginning

Middle

End

You grind up and pulverize your coffee beans, pour scalding water over and cook the grounds, essentially put them through hell. Many companies choose to
ignore this portion of their stories, because they want to appear as they do no wrong. However, when you remove the conflict in story, you impact the honesty
and integrity of the story and the company, and people see right through you. All stories must have an arch to them, and you can only capture the evolution of
a story by honesty addressing the conflict at its core.
Interestingly, like in life, right when you think it can’t get any worse in the conflict stage of a story, it usually does. In this case, imagine the hot coffee being
pored into a cup, and our hero, the now evolved coffee bean, thinks the journey is over...until you pour scalding cream into the mix. It just got worse leading to
the climax of success in the end.

Beginning

Middle

End

Voila. Now you’ve got a delicious cup of rich and frothy coffee at hand. Beautiful character and story arch that makes our protagonist and your world better.

You have in your possession a field notebook to help craft your own story. If not, you can download a PDF of the storytelling field book here: http://
www.parkandco.com/landing/the-power-of-story

The 9 Beats of Every Great Story
Act I

Within each act – your beginning, middle and end – THREE things must happen. We call these the “9 Beats” to every great story. Let’s take a look at them.

Who’s your hero?

ACT I begins by establishing the hero in your story. I hate to tell you, but most stories are not about your organization, its brand or sustainability initiative. For
this exercise, think of the hero of your story as the person or audiences you want to persuade to follow you. You are the mentor, which we will discuss in a few
slides.

What’s at stake?

So what’s at stake? What is it that your protagonist wants on their journey? Be as specific as possible, because the more specific you are, the the better you
will be able to craft your story to their view of the world. The greater the stakes are for them, the more likely they will follow you.

The inciting incident.

Then you launch your hero into action by creating an “inciting incident.” This is the event that is caused by either outside circumstances, or by something selfimposed, that turns your hero’s world upside down and propels them into action. What has changed or is about to change in their world and how can you help
make it better?

Act II

ACT II of your story begins by describing the obstacles and antagonists that stand in the way of your hero’s success.

Antagonists and obstacles?

So who and what are the antagonists; the villains, crevasses and fog that seek to undermine your hero’s mission? What internal demons and external forces
must they overcome to achieve their goals?

Enter the Mentor

Now enter the sidekick, the mentor – the love story portion of your tale. This is where you and your initiative come in to help your hero overcome their
obstacles and antagonists in their journey. When they win you win.

The journey.

Then you heighten the conflict. Story has to have conflict, something your hero must overcome. And remember, it always gets worse before it gets better. So
be honest with yourself and with your audience about what trials and tribulations lay ahead and how you are at the ready to help them overcome.

Act III

ACT III begins by resolving the conflict in your hero’s journey and trumpeting their initial success.

Success!

As the conflict of Act II resolves into the climax of Act III, your hero will achieve success. But it will probably be a shallow success or a false peak. They have
come a long way with you on their journey, and in the process you have educated them and made them smarter, faster and/or stronger. Therefore, although
the success is triumphant, they are ready for more. This is the perfect launching point for the next revolution of the virtuous cycle of the Hero’s Journey.

The moral of your story.

Which leads me to the last two beats of our storytelling format. Your stories must engage and anchor your audience by being told from their view of the world,
not yours. You want to connect the values you and your organization hold dear to the values of your audience. This is where true emotional customer
engagement takes place: an “Ah ha” moment when they say, “You really get me.”

To be continued...

Beat number 9 is your finale and the “To be continued...” portion of your story. We call it building rituals around your brand. How can you keep your audience
engaged physically, mentally and emotionally with your story and launch into the next revolution of the virtuous cycle? And how do you get them to become
evangelists for your cause?

To show you the hero’s journey in action, take a look at this 30-second TV spot for Goodwill of Central Arizona and see if you can find each of the nine beats in
order that I described them. http://www.parkandco.com/work/goodwill-donations-2012-tv/

Another terrific example of the Hero’s Journey is found in this wonderful TV spot for Audi, which premiered during this year’s Super Bowl. Not only does it
follow the 9 beats, Audi provides the audience with an unmistakable moral at the end of the commercial connecting the brand’s values with the customer’s
values. You can read my breakdown of how this spot fits the hero’s journey by clicking here: http://parkhowell.com/green-advertising-and-marketing/highperformance-storytelling-drives-audi-prom-spot-for-super-bowl-xlvii

“We’re not on our journey to
save the world but to save
ourselves. And in doing that
you save the world.”
- Joseph Campbell

In conclusion, I would like to recall Joseph Campbell who said, “We’re not on our journey to save the world but to save ourselves. And in doing that you save
the world.” The Hero’s Journey is everywhere. It’s in our day-to-day lives and in the epic stories that resonate with us. Use your journey to empower the
journeys of those around you.

So, what’s your story?

So, what’s your story?

parkandco.com/storytelling
park@parkandco.com

You can find more information on our website at http://www.parkandco.com/landing/the-power-of-story/ Or feel free to email me at park@parkandco.com.

Thank you

Thank you for allowing me to be part of your Hero’s Journey.
- The end

